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Abstract. We present an algorithm which, given an arbitrary e-free and chain-free context-free 
grammar, produces an equivalent context-free grammar in Greibach normal form (GNF). This 
algorithm is a generalization f an algorithm recently presented by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg. 
Using this algorithm the well-known GNF construction of Rosenkrantz can be obtained. Further- 
more it is possible to rewrite a given context-free grammar by a GNF grammar which has at most 
twice as much nonterminals a the original grammar. This result is shown to be optimal (with 
respect to the number of nonterminals). 
Introduction 
In [1], a simple method is presented to rewrite a given context-free grammar in 
Greibach normal form (GNF). In this note we shall consider a generalization of
this method which not only allows to obtain the GNF grammar of [1], but also 
the GNF grammar which is obtained by applying the well-known procedur e of 
Rosenkrantz [2]. Furthermore, we shall show that it is possible to obtain a GNF 
grammar which has at most twice as much nonterminals as the original grammar 
and that this GNF construction is optimal with respect o the number of nonter- 
minals. As the construction in [1], also our construction is done on a rather 
elementary language-theoretic level. 
O. Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic theory of formal languages 
and context-free grammars, as can be found in [3]. 
We now recall several notational and terminological matters needed in this paper. 
A context-free (cf) grammar is a quadruple G= (~, ,~, P, S), where ~ is the 
alphabet of nonterminais, ,Y is the ~phabet Of terminals,;O n 2~:= ~, P is the set of 
productions, and S ~ ~ is the axiom. G is e-free (where e denotes the empty word) 
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if P does not contain a production A-> e. G is chain-free if P does not contain a 
production A ~ B with A, B e ~. G is regular if P contains only productions of the 
form A -> a and A--> aB with A, B ~ ~, a e .Y. G is in Chomsky normal form if P 
contains only productions of the form A-> BC, A -> a with A, B, C e ~, a e .Y. G is 
in Greibach normal form (GNF) if P contains only productions of the form A --> aa 
with Ae  ~, a e.Y, and a e (Ow2~)*. (Note that we allow a to contain terminals. 
If this is not desired, each terminal a in a can be replaced by a new nonterminal 
Xa and the production Xa--* a is added to P.) L(G) denotes the language generated 
by G. 
A context-free (cf) scheme is a triple H=(O, .Y ,  P) such that, for each Ae ~, 
(~, .Y, P, A) is a cf grammar. LA(H) denotes the language generated by this grammar. 
All terminology and notations concerning cf grammars carry over to cf schemes. 
If H=(O, .Y ,  P) is a cf scheme, then ~(H)={LA(H) IAe  ~}. If .Y is a finite 
family of languages, we say H covers ~ if ~c_ 3~(H). 
Finally, if ,v is a nonempty word over some alphabet, we denote by first(a) the 
first letter of a. 
1. The main construction 
In this section we shall present a construction which, given an arbitrary e-free 
and chain-free cf grammar G, yields an equivalent cf grammar G' in GNF. 
Construction. Let G = (~, ,Y, P, S) be an e-free and chain-free cf grammar. 
Step 1. For each A e ~, define 
TA={al f i rst (a)e2,  A ~L  BE ~L  a for some Be  ~,/3 ~(~u£)*} .  
TA is the set of all (left) sentential forms which begin with a terminal obtained from 
A by rewriting only the first symbol of a sentential form. Then 3"(G) = { TA [ A e ~}. 
Step 2. Let H=(q  t, ~u,Y ,  Q) bea cf scheme in GNF which covers if(G), and 
in which .each nonterminal X e q~ is successful (i.e., derives a terminal string). In 
Section 2 some constructions for such schemes H will be considered. For each 
A e ~, let XA e qt be an arbitrary but fixed nonterminal of H such that LxA(H) = TA. 
Furthermore, define the morphism h : (qt u • u ,~)* ~ (1/' u 2;)* by h (U) = U for 
Ue  qtu,Y and h(A)=XA for Ae~ (i.e., h applied to a word ae(q~u ~u,Y)  * 
replaces all A e • by XA.) 
Step 3. Let G' = ( qt, ~, p,, Xs) be the cf grammar, where 
P'= {X--> h( - )  IX -, a e Q, f irst(a)e ~Y} 
u {x-> h(a~) lX -*A~,  XA-> a ~ Q for some Ae  ~}. 
(Note that the axiom of G' is the nonterminal Xs e qt chosen in Step 2 for the 
axiom S e • of G. Note also that because of the assumption that H is in GNF, for 
each production X-~ ~, e Q, f irst(a)e • u ,Y must hold.) 
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The above construction is essentially the same as in [1] with the only exception 
that in [1] the cf scheme H~is assumed to be regular. (This is possible because TA 
is a regular language for all A ~ ~.) 
However, the proof in [1] that the resulting grammar G' is in GNF and is 
equivalent o G can easily be carried over to our construction. Thus we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. G' is a cf  grammar in GNF and L( G') = L( G). 
2. Constructions for H 
In this section we shall present cf schemes which satisfy the requirements of Step 
2 and from which the GNF grammar of [1], the GNF grammar of Rosenkrantz, as 
well as a GNF grammar with at most twice as much nonterminals as the original 
grammar can be obtained. 
For this purpose we investigate the structure of TA, A~ 4". (Here again, G = 
(4,, Z, P, S) is an z-free and chain-free cf grammar.) Define, for A, Be  4", 
rA={a lA ->a~P,  f i r s t (a )~Z},  rn, A={alA--> Ba~P},  
Ta, A = { o~ IA ~ L Ba, ,~ # e }. 
Lemma 2.1. For all A, B ~ 4" 
TB, A U 
Ao,...,A, • • 
AOffi B, Anffi A 
rA~Al rAi,A2 . . . rA._I,A .. 
Proof. If a e Ta, A, then A ~L  Ba and a # e. Writing this derivation in single steps 
yields 
A = A .  ~L  A ._ la .  ~L  A , -2a . - la .  ~L  " '"  =}L Aoa l . . .  a ,  = Ba, 
where n~>l, Ai~Ai_ la i~P ,  i.e., a iErAH,A  , for l~<i<~n. Hence, a is in 
r~.A , . . ,  rA._,.A., Ao = B, A ,  = A and therefore, a is contained in the right-hand side 
of the above equation. 
If, conversely, a ~ rAo,A, . . .  rA._I.A, for some n ~> 1, Ao , . . . ,  A,  ~ 4",/to = B, .4, = 
A, then a = a l . . .  a . ,  where ai ~ rA,_,,A,, i.e., Ai- ->AHai  ~ P for 1 ~< i<~ n and a 
leftmost derivation 
A = A.  ::~L Aot~l  - . .  an  = Ba 
exists. Thus, a ~ TS,A. [] 
Lemm 2.2. For all .4, B ~ 4", 
TA = rA U [,..J rnTn.A and Tn.A = rn.A u ~_J rn.cTc, A. 
Be@ CE@ 
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Proof. The first equation immediately follows from the definition of TA in Step 1. 
(If a ~ TA, i.e., A ~L  B~ ~L a, then this ~ leftmost derivation either consists of 
one step, in which case A is replaced by a ~ rA Or it consists of more •than one step 
in which case, due to the ehain-freeness of (3,/3 ~ TS, A and a =Y/3 with y~ rB.) 
To show the second equation we use Lemma 1.1: 
TB,  A : U rAo,Al  . . .  FAn_hA n 
Ao,. . . ,A, ~ ¢' 
AO = B, An = A 
= rB, AL2  U 
n>~2 
AO,...,A n e ¢r~ 
Ao ~ B, An = A 
rAo,A 1 . . .  rAn_ l ,A  . 
= r~,.A u U :  r~,.c U r,~o,:~. • . . . :  r.~....A. 
C6@ .n~l 
Ab,!..,A,i e @ 
Ao= C, An = A 
= rs, A U U rB, cTc, A. []  
C~ 
Now, the equations of Lemma 2.2 can immediately be carried over in a set () of 
productions: 
O= {xA--> ,~1,~  r, du{x~- ,  o,x,,,,,,I,', ~ rn}u{Xn, A "-> ,~1,~ e rB,,d 
Let Q be obtained from 0 by removing all productions which contain onterminals 
XA or XA.B which are not successful and let ~ be the set of all successful nonterminals 
XA, XA, S. Then, H = (~, ~ u Z, Q) satisfies the requirements of Step 2 (H is in 
GNF since G is chain-free, i.e., rA, rA.B contain only non'empty words; for all 
A, B e ~, Lx, t ( H)  = TA and LxB.A(H) = TB, A is an immediate consequence of Lemma 
2.2 and so H covers if(G)). In the sequel we shall call H the standard scheme (for 
the given grammar G). 
Example 2.3. Consider the: cf grammar G = ({:4, B, C}, {0, 1}, '{A-~ BC, B--> AB, 
B-.~ 1, C --> AC, C --> 0}, A). (This grammar is also considered in [1].):We have rB = 
{1}, rc = {0}, rB.A = {C}, rA,~ = {B}, r,~c = {C}, and all other ru, r'u:v are empty. 
Then, H= ({XA, XB, Xc ,  XA,,,,, XA, mXA,  c~ XB, A, XB, B; XB, c}, {A, B, C, O, 1},Q), 
where Q contains the following productions: 
XA-~ 1XB, A, 
XB ---> I [1XB.m 
x~ -, o l l X,,c, 
XA, A --> BXa, A, 
X~.a -~ B I BXB,8, 
XA.c "> C IBXB, c, 
Xs,~--> C[ CX,~A, 
XB, B --> CX~.~, 
Xa.c "> CX~c.  
(the nonterminals XC, A, Xc, a and Xc, c are hotsuccessful.) 
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Applying Step 3 to, H .  yields G' = ({Xa, Xa, Xc, X~,A, Xa, a, XA, C, XS, A, 
Xs.B, Xa.c}, {0, 1}, P', XA), where P' contains, the.following productions: 
Xa-~ lXa, a, 
x~-~ 111x.,., 
x~-~ 01 ~x.,~, 
XA, A--" 1Xs, A I !XB,~G,A, 
X a, B "-> 111 XB, B I 1Xs, BXB,8, 
X~c-~OI IXB, cI1XB, BXB, c, 
XB, A'> 0 1XB, c I OXA, A I 1XB, cXA, A, 
XB, s "> OXA, B I 1Xs, cXA, s, 
x~,c -* ox~c l1x~,cx~c. 
It should be noted that in case the grammar G is in Chomsky normal form (as 
in our example), then the standard scheme is regular and G' is in 2-GNF (i.e., P' 
contains only productions A-> a, A--> aB, A-> aBC, a e ,Y,, A, B, C e ~ ). It should 
also be noted that then G' can be obtained b3 ~ pure derivation-oriented reasoning 
as it is done in [4]. 
In the general case (i.e., G not necessary in Chomsky normal form) the right- 
linearity of the productions in the standard scheme allows to construct a regular 
scheme H'  easily (using standard methods) which comes very close to the cf scheme 
proposed in [1]. 
Next we show that the grammar G' obtained using the standard scheme H is 
exactly the outcome of the procedure of Rosenkrantz [2]. If we apply this procedure 
to G, we obtain (the intermediate steps omitted) a GNF grammar G"= 
(~ u {XA.B[A, Be ~}, ,~, P", S), where 
P"= {A-> otla e rA}U{A--> axB,~ Ia e ~,,} 
u {XB.A -'> a[a e rB.A, first(tz) e ~}u{XB.A ~ a~l c/3 ~ rB, A, a e rc} 
u {Xa, A -> aXD, cfl[ Cfle rB, a, a e to} 
U {Xs, a -> aXc.a [a ~ rB, c, first(a) e Z} 
u ix~.,,- ,  a#Xc.~l D/3 ~ rB.c, a e to} 
u{Xs,  a-~ aX~.o~Xc, alD~ ~ r&c, a e rE}. 
(This grammar may contain onterminals which are not successful. The nonterminals 
X&B are the entries of the I~l x l a'l-matrix of nonterminals used in [2].) 
If we apply Step 3 directly to (~ (without removing unsuccessful nonterminals) 
and afterwards rename ach nonterminal X~ by A, we obtain exactly the productions 
in P". Thus, the reduced version of G" (i.e., without unsuccessful nonterminals) 
coincides with our O' obtained using the standard scheme. 
Finally, we show that a cf scheme H1 satisfying the requirements of Step 2 can 
be constructed which uses at most 21~1 nonterminals and not at most I~[ + I~1 = 
nonterminals as the standard scheme does. In Step 3 such a scheme clearly yields 
a GNF grammar with at most twice as many nonterminals a the original grammar. 
Fol" this purpose define 
K = {Ao... A.I n~ 1,Ai& • for 0<- i<- n, A, # Aj for 
O~i<j<~ n and (i,j) # (0, n)}; 
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then K contains all strings of at least two nonterminals of G which are all different 
except hat the first and the last nonterminal may coincide. Note that K is finite. 
Furthermore, define T'~,A = {e} ~ Ta.A for A, B ~ ~. 
Then, our construction is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. For all A, B ~ 
T~,A ~ ' r ' r ' ----- rAo,A x T A,,At AI ,A  2 TT2,A  2 . . • An_1 ,A  n T A. ,A . .  
Ao. . .A  n ~ K 
A0= B,A .  = A 
Proof. Let RB, A denote the right-hand side of the above equation. By Lemma 2.1 
it immediately follows that RB, A C_ TB, A. 
TO prove the converse it is, because of Lemma 2.1, sufficient o show that if 
a ~ rAo,A, . . .  ra._,,A, for arbitrary Ao , . . . ,  A.,  then a ~ RAo.A.. We show this by 
induction on n: 
Basis step (n = 1): a ~ rAo,A~ c rAo,A, T'A,,A~ ~-- RAo,A~ since AoA1 ~ K. 
Induction step (n>l ) :  If a~rAo,A~...rA._, ,A.,  then oL=ala2,  where a~E 
rAo,A, --- rA._~,A._, and a2~ rA._,,A.. By induction hypothesis, a~ ~ RAo,A._,, i.e., a~ 
rBo,Bi T' ' . s , ,B , . . ,  rB._,,8~ TB~.,B~ for some Bo.. Bm ~ K, Bo = Ao, Bm= A._~. 
If A.  ~ {B~, . . . ,  Bin}, then Bo. . .  B.~4. E K and 
Ot E rBo, B , T '  ' ' _ Bx,Bl " • • rBm-l,Bm TB~,BmrA. -~,A .  T A. ,A .  C RAo,A . .  
If A.  e {BI , . . . ,  B=}, then there is a (unique) i such that A, : B~. In this case, 
T '  ' r ' a,,s, ra,,B,÷, •• • rs=_~,s~ Ts~.a~ An_t,A a ~ TB,,B, 
and therefore, 
a e rao,a, T' ' _ a,.B, • - • ra,_,,a, Ts,.B~c Rao.ai = RAo.A. 
since Bo. . .  B~E K. [] 
Lemma 2.4 allows to express TB, A using finitely many sets ru, v and the sets Tu, v 
only. So we get (analogously to the construction of the standard scheme) a set Q~ 
of productions 
OI={XA-" ~l~ ~ r,,} u {x~- ,  ~/~l ~ ~ rB, ~ ~ SB.A} U {X~.~-, ~ ~ s~.~}, 
where, for all A, B ~ ~, the (finite) set SB, A is given by 
s,,.~= U r~.~,{e, X~,~,}... rA._,.A.{~, XA..,,.}. 
Ao.~.A. ~ K 
Ao= B, An  f A 
Let Q1 be obtained from (~ by removing all productions which contain nonter- 
minals which are not successful and let 1/, be the set of all successful nonterminals 
used in (~1- Then, ~! - {XA,  XA, A IA ~ 4'} and so I qtll <~ 21 ~l. 
Then, H~ = ( ~ ,  ~ u ,Y, Q1) satisfies the requirements of Step 2 and contains at 
most 2[41 nonterminals. 
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Since the number of nonterminals i not changed when Step 3 is applied, we 
obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. For every cf grammar G = ( 4, Z, P, S) there is an equivalent cf grammar 
G' = ( 4', ~,, P', S') in GNF such that 14'1 <~ 2141. 
Theorem 2.5 is valid for all cf grammars G--even if G is not e-free and chain-free 
since eliminating e-productions and chain-productions by standard methods does 
not change the alphabet of nonterminals. 
Example 2.6. Let G be the grammar of Example 2.3. Then K contains 27 words, 
but only six (AB, BA, AC, ABA, BAB, BAC) make a contribution to some Su, v and 
we obtain 
SA, A = { BC, BCXA.A, BXB.BC, BXn.sCXA.A}, 
SA.B = {B, BXR.B}, SA.C = {C, CXc, c}, Sn, A = {C, CXA, A}, 
SB, B = { CB, CBXB, B, CXA, AB, CXA, ABXB, B}, 
SB, c = {CC, CCXc, c, CXA, AC , CXA, ACXc, c} , 
and all other su, v are empty. 
Then,/-/1 = ({XA, XB, Xc, XA.A, XB, B}, {A, B, C, O, 1}, Q1}, where Q1 contains the 
following productions: 
XA~ 1CI ICXn, A, 
XB ~ I [1CBI1CBXa, aI I CXA, ABI1CXA, ABXB, a, 
Xc ~0l 1CCI1CXA, AC, 
XA, A -'> nc  l cx ,AI 8x , c lBXB, BCXA, A, 
Observe that the construction of G' via HI in general does not preserve unam- 
biguity of the original grammar G (while the construction of G' via the method of 
Rosenkrantz [2], i.e., via the standard scheme, always preserves the unambiguity of
the original grammar). 
The last theorem shows that the GNF grammar G' obtained via H1 is optimal 
with respect o the number of nonterminals. 
( 
Theorem 2.7. For each n ~ 1 there is a cf language Ln such that 
(i) L,, can be generated by a cf grammar with n nonterminals; 
(ii) each cf grammar in GNF which generates L. contains at least 2n nonterminals. 
Proof. Let .Y. = {a,[ 1 <~ i ~< 2n} and let L,, ~ .Y~+ be defined by Ln * * =ala2 ...a*.\{e}. 
Then L. is generated by the ef grammar G~ = ({Ail 1 <~ i <~ n}, .Yn, Pn, A~), where 
Pn = {A, --> a,a, I 1 <~ i <~ n} u {A, -> A,a2n+,_, I 1 <~ i ~< n} 
u{A~-~ a~l 1 <~ i<~ n}u{A,--> a2~+~-,I 1 <~ i<~ n}w{a,- .  A,+~l 1 <~ i< n}, 
which shows (i). 
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To show (ii), let G= (~, ,Y., P, S) be a reduced cf grammar in GNF which 
generates L, for some n >I 1. We show that ]~[ >~ 2n. For this purpose let Pi c_ 1 
(1 <~ i ~< 2n) be the set of all productions which are used in any derivation of a wore 
in a~(~L,) .  Then, G(°=(O,{a~}, P~, S) generates a~ for 1~ < i<~2n. Since a~ i,, 
infinite and G (° is in GNF for each i (1 ~< i~<2n), there must be a number k~ > 1 
a nonterminal Ai ~ ~, and a word ai ~ (~ u {ai})* such that A~ ~ a~,A~a~. 
We claim that all A~ are different: Assuming the contrary, e.g., Ai = Aj for som¢ 
i, j, 1 <~ i < j <~ 2n, there would be a derivation 
S :~ uAjv :~ ua~jak't~,ajv ~ uakjak'wv 
for some u, v, w e Z*, yielding a word which is not in L,. Therefore, 4> contains al 
least 2n nonterminals. [] 
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